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Today in luxury: 

Chanel flags growth in luxury watchmaking with stake in parts maker Kenissi

French fashion house Chanel said on Monday that it aimed to strengthen its position in luxury watchmaking with
recent investments including in small Swiss parts maker Kenissi, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Super-rich sabbatical: The boom in luxury long breaks for the 1pc

The super-rich are going on sabbatical. It turns out having bucket-loads of money can be stressful, leading some of
the world's richest people to take a break for a month or so, or even a year, to escape the pressure of managing their
businesses or personal fortunes, says the Guardian.

Click here to read the entire article on the Guardian

French protests reboot

The yellow vest antigovernment movement gained momentum again during the post-holiday season, with the
number of demonstrators rebounding and violent incidents on the uptick Saturday, including an attack on a
government ministry building and the assaults of police officers in Paris, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Now even great food can't save the mall from extinction

Stephen Wall's restaurant chain Pho is the kind of tenant that mall landlords would love to attract. The Vietnamese
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menu is right on trend, the business is expanding and, even better, it has a track record of success in shopping
centers, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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